I
n 1986, the predecessor of Soil Horizons was a hardcopy publication by the name of Soil Survey Horizons (SSH). This 6-by 9-inch black-and-white publication was a vehicle to discuss ideas, experiences, findings, and philosophies related to the study of soils in the field. In the 1986 summer issue of SSH (Indorante, 1986) , Sam Indorante introduced a fictional field soil scientist named Turtle ( Fig. 1 ) in an article titled "A Pedological Tale." Turtle was a new field soil scientist struggling with the task of mapping natural segments of the landscape while reckoning with the classes of Soil Taxonomy. When Turtle focused solely on taxonomic classes, the resulting soil maps were a mish-mash of small polygons with little relationship to natural segments, or what is commonly known as a "hole mapping."
Turtle learned to make effective soil maps and properly apply Soil Taxonomy with the help of soil survey project leader Rabbit, and Dr. Owl, a learned optometrist. Dr. Owl prescribed a special set of glasses for Turtle that were similar to the flip-down sunglasses baseball players adopted during that time period (Fig. 1 ). Turtle's glasses could flip between pedogenic processes and taxonomic classes. Rabbit helps Turtle learn when and how to use each set of glasses to make soil maps that segment the landscape into useful units. This transformed Turtle from a "hole mapper" to a whole mapper.
Turtle is currently in the later stage of an enjoyable career. New technologies like GIS, multi-spectral imagery, high-resolution elevation data, etc. have emerged, while new colleagues have entered into Turtle's life. The new techniques and data fit right in with the tasks required of field soil scientists. However, new ways of thinking are required to utilize the new tools effectively. The latest chapters of this pedological tale explore these new technologies with a few new colleagues Turtle has gained.
Twenty-eight years have passed since Turtle's first day mapping soils. Many things have changed in the Land of Numbers, some even impacting the discipline of pedology. The goal of effectively mapping geographic order is as strong now as it was when Turtle first took to the field. Read on to see how Turtle managed to adapt to the changing technologies and apply them to the discipline of soil survey. Fig. 1 . Turtle, as a young field soil scientist, making a soil map with the aid of his combination geomorphic, geologic, genetic glasses with flip-down taxanomic glasses.
Turtle's First Days
The knowledge and skill demonstrated by Turtle when describing and classifying an observation was impressive to Rabbit, Turtle's first project leader. This was a result of Turtle's studies at Stately University and participation on the soil judging team, "The Stately University Clods." Making the transformation of relating observations to natural geographic bodies of a population, i.e., soil mapping, was something Turtle had to learn on the job. Rabbit had a few maxims related to soil survey that Turtle worked on learning and adopting like: (i) the greatest error in soil line placement is the original drawing of the line on the base map, (ii) soil lines not tied to a visible change in at least one of the soil-forming factors are not good soil lines, and (iii) too many soil lines are just as bad as too few soil lines.
Turtle's Early and Middle Years
Turtle struggled to avoid the trap of becoming a "hole mapper" (defined by Indorante, 1986) , thanks to the early inter-vention of Rabbit. Rabbit stressed the study of the geographical order of soillandscapes and mapping natural bodies of soils. Turtle learned these lessons well and become a soil survey project leader headquartered in the town of Analog, located in the Land of Integers.
Turtle kept up with advances in pedology and associated disciplines like geography, remote sensing, and geology. Turtle also strove to keep up with the "Reading List for Soil Scientists" (Kellogg, 1971 ) that was found under a pile of old aerial photographs ready for the recycling bin.
Pre-mapping using a stereoscope was a technique stressed in Turtle's office. One thing Turtle noticed over the years was that the ability to use a stereoscope varied among soil scientists. Turtle also noticed parts of the country that were not in the habit of using stereoscopes. Another thing on Turtle's mind during these years was the accuracy and precision of representing soil-landscape relationships using analog 1 techniques.
How could a soil scientist maintain consistency delineating segments across a landscape day to day and year to year? Could consistency be developed among soil scientists within an office, state, region, or nation? Was it reasonable to attach the level of importance to photo tone for defining delineations, given the ephemeral nature and dependencies that yield photo tone differences? After all, Turtle knew photo tone differences in the intense agricultural areas around the town of Integer are a result of physical features of the landform that can be described, defined, and classified quantitatively. Turtle was curious about the new geographic information system (GIS) and remote sensing (RS) tools that were available in the office. Turtle needed to pay a visit to the soil survey crew in the adjacent survey area in the town of Digital, in the land of Floating Point, to get up to speed.
Turtles' Visit with the Digital Soil Survey Office
The project leader in Digital was Bear. Bear was a few years younger than Turtle but learned to map and gained an appreciation of soil landscapes from a colleague of Rabbit who was also a seasoned soil scientist. Bear was also a part of the collegiate soil judging team "The Polytechnic Pedons," a fierce rival of Turtle's old team. Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) development was becoming a workload during these years. Turtle realized soil polygons were being edited numerous times on their way to becoming SSURGO, with every edit bringing the potential for introducing error. Bear showed Turtle some of the problems with soil polygons that could be attributed to the tools of the trade at the time the soils were mapped. 1 These included everything from slope classes not matching the digital elevation models (DEM) and soils not following logical landform breaks to inclusions that could be identified and mapped.
Turtle immediately questioned the quality of the DEM. Bear indicated that indeed, some of the early DEM were too coarse and full of production artifacts to be very useful. Bear proceeded to pull out some comparisons the crew had recently completed showing strong agreement between DEM-derived slope maps and field-measured slopes (Hammer et.al., 1995; Bathgate, 2003; Shi et al., 2012) .
Bear showed Turtle how some of the basic terrain derivatives from the DEM were being used on one of the last initial surveys. Turtle realized the benefits of adopting these new techniques and set about learning to operate a GIS/RS and think about using digital data as means of representing known soil-forming factors to help in mapping soils.
Bear and Turtle discussed Jenny's model (Jenny, 1941) , which explains the relationship between soil properties and soil-forming factors.
2 They considered Jenny's model in relation to the new software. They contemplated implementing rule-based routines typical of conventional soil survey methods. What Turtle and Bear envisioned was developing a set of digital data layers that represented the various soil-forming factors. They would set to paper the tacit knowledge gained over the years and formulate rules related to the characteristic environmental setting of soils within the context of the digital data used to represent each variable, extending Hudson's (1992) theses by documenting their knowledge (Fig. 2) . Lack of data, inaccurate data, and coarse data hindered their results. Their ideas however, were sound. One day, Rabbit (now near retirement) paid a visit to Turtle and Bear. Turtle and Bear excitedly talked about these new tools. Rabbit scoffed at the comments and stated, "These confounded tools are just going to keep you stuck in the office and not out in the field where we need to be". Rabbit ended by stating, "I will retire before becoming a computer jockey". Curiously, Rabbit watched with interest the rest of the afternoon as Turtle and Bear rendered 3D examples of their work. This reminded Rabbit of the power of block diagrams in con-1 The common tools during the field acceleration phase of field soil survey (~1950s to early 1990s) were: printed stereo photos of varying quality, USGS topo maps, clinometers, screw augers, soil probes, and shovels.
2 Soil or Soil System = f (climate, organisms, relief, parent material, time…).
veying soil-landform relationships (USDA Soil Conservation Service, n.d.; Indorante, 2011) . It also reminded Rabbit of the importance of practicing the study of soil-landscapes in the field. Rabbit was still skeptical of the new tools but realized that time and technology waits for no one. Rabbit wished Turtle and Bear well and headed off to the coffee shop for an afternoon latte. Rabbit's ears twitched while walking out the door thinking that retirement was looking better and better.
Over time, papers were published related to the use of GIS/RS for soil mapping (Bell et al., 1992; Moore et al., 1993; McBratney et al., 2003) . This was exciting for the crews in Analog and Digital. Many papers were impressive for their mathematical gymnastics, often describing a 2-ha research plot. Turtle, Bear, and their crews continued their efforts and were pleased to see some papers within the realm of production soil survey (Hudson, 1992; Burrough et al., 1992; Zhu, 1994 Zhu, , 2001 Frazier et al., 2009 ). They were not exactly clear about the details in the papers they were reading, but the concept of utilizing empirically gained knowledge and expressing it systematically made sense.
Turtle was impressed with the knowledge that Bear shared, but wondered if the "big picture" was being understood and represented. Turtle was not sure if Dr. Owl's original glasses prescription for mapping geographic and taxonomic order (Indorante, 1986) was still right for mapping soils in this modern era. Bear understood why Turtle was concerned because everyone knew Turtle took great pride in making accurate and usable soil maps. To help answer Turtle's concerns, Bear suggested a visit to Eagle at the Geospatial Omnicenter in the town of Cipher.
Turtle Encounters Eagle
Turtle walked into Eagle's office and noticed how young Eagle was. Eagle was about 15 years younger than Turtle and happened to be a physical geographer and an expert in GIS/RS, two disciplines curiously overlooked by many in the soil survey community at the time. Eagle was well versed in describing, defining, and mapping geographic order (e.g., occurrence, distribution, and description of landforms and landscapes). Eagle had a broad perspective, owing to the ability to fly high above the earth's surface. Eagle's world was also without boundaries, spanning the continent and the globe. Eagle was unburdened by Turtle's taxonomic and class-based conventions, so Turtle's discussions with Eagle were like turning back the pages of time (Brevik and Hartemink, 2013) . Eagle asked many questions related to the extent of certain soils, the relationship of soils mapped in association with each other, and the use of soil survey information for revealing patterns in how the "skin" of the earth functions.
Turtle and Eagle spent many days in the field. Turtle reveled in explaining what soils occurred where and why they had characteristic features that changed as the soil-forming environment changed. Eagle enjoyed these field visits, but the wider angle of the sky high view was Eagle's domain. When viewing from the air, Eagle was occasionally confused by unnatural boundaries between similar soils, soils mapped illogically in relation to other soils, soils mapped out of place, and a host of other issues. Turtle explained that some of the anomalies Eagle was observing could be attributed to the fact that the survey was a long-standing effort and was akin to comparing automobiles made in the 1920s to the ones made in the 2000s. Just as technology and models changed over time in the automotive world, technology and models also changed in the pedological world. The plane tables, screw augers, and simple soil classification of the 1920s were quite different to the GIS/RS and soil investigation tools of the 2000s. Turtle added that some of the differences could also be attributed to a rigid adherence to a taxonomic classification model. Turtle's last statement puzzled Eagle. Turtle noticed the confused look on Eagle's face and went on to explain to Eagle how two sets of glasses, a taxonomic set and a pedogenic set (which helped see geomorphic, geologic, and genetic patterns), were prescribed by Dr. Owl the local Optometrist in the Town of Even. If used properly, the glasses could be used to create good soil maps-maps that grouped similar soils and separated those that were different. Eagle had sharp eyesight, so the concept of wearing glasses was foreign.
Turtle knew that Eagle did not wear pedogenic glasses with the flip down taxonomic glasses, so Turtle showed the original pair that Dr. Owl had prescribed years ago. Turtle demonstrated the use of the glasses, explaining that Dr. Owl emphasized the importance of first viewing the landscape with the mainframe pedogenic glasses to segment the soil landscape and then flipping down taxonomic glasses to be used in conjunction with the pedogenic glasses. This allowed identification and classification of the soils and the naming of soil map units. Turtle explained that using the taxonomic glasses without the pedogenic glasses, or using the taxonomic glasses before the pedogenic glasses, often resulted in maps that soil scientists called "hole maps."
Eagle noted that sometimes what was depicted on the soil map made sense but did not "fit" the landscape properly. Turtle thought the problems, in part, could be attributed to the misuse of Dr. Owl's pedogenic/taxonomic glasses. Turtle explained how GIS/RS was becoming a more common tool used for mapping soils and may help improve the consistency of soil maps. Turtle mentioned that GIS/RS are high tech versions of Dr. Owl's glasses. Instead of glasses, the soil scientist now has data layers that represent each of the five soil-forming factors (Jenny, 1941) in addition to existing soil class and property information and locational precision (McBratney et.al., 2003) . Each data layer alone contains enormous amounts of information, and when you put them together the proper way-BINGO!-you have a high-tech digital version of a soil-landscape map. The digital soil landscape map could now be viewed through the current taxonomic glasses to identify and classify the soils and to label the map units. Eagle recalled reading about some new glasses that were like a wearable computer. He figured Dr. Owl would have the latest glasses available and suggested Turtle pay a visit to his old friend.
Turtle went to Dr. Owl and asked about the latest glasses. Dr. Owl recently returned from a conference where these "computer" glasses were a showcase. Dr. Owl explained how a user could look at all kinds of data with these glasses, almost like having a computer with GIS/RS on your head. Turtle was fitted with a pair and proceeded to tap into the GIS/RS data. This was better than a mobile device. Turtle dubbed these "earth" glasses. Turtle and Eagle experimented with the glasses in the field the first opportunity they had (Fig. 3. ). They were both impressed at the quality and clarity that the "earth glasses" provided. As a test, they used the taxonomic lenses on the "earth" glasses first and then the high-tech pedogenic lenses. They quickly discovered that it was just as easy, if not easier, to make a "hole map" with "earth glasses" as it was with the glasses that Dr. Owl prescribed for Turtle 28 years ago. Eagle knew GIS/RS could provide the high-tech broad perspective in addition to the traditional framework (pedogenic/ taxonomic glasses) for organizing and implementing the knowledge of soil scientists. Eagle suggested that Turtle carry on the study of the spatial component of soil mapping by continuing to work with GIS/RS and to reexamine tried and true geographic principles. All agreed to meet in the field and office to discuss the issues.
